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Weekly Essentials 
Enrichment Ideas 

We encourage you to choose at least 6 activities over the term.  It is always fantastic to see the creative 

ideas you have and the ways you extend your learning at home.  Please record this in your home-learning book 

provided.         Hand in Day: THURSDAY 

Maths Challenge 

Use TT Rock Stars and Maths Shed 

to practise your times tables facts. 

It is very important to learn all of 

your times tables in 

 year 4. 

Check-in Day: THURSDAY  

  

 Create a presentation or 

poster to show three things 

you would like to have a fresh 

start with this year. It could 

be taking up a new hobby, 

helping a friend in need...the 

list is endless.  

 

 

Explore pieces of art, music 

and poetry that are inspired 

by rivers and water. You might 

just want to reflect on what 

you think about the work, or 

you might want to have a go at 

creating your own piece of art, 

song, poetry or dance.  

Reading Response  

Linked to your home reading can you … 

*Explain how does the story hook you at the 

beginning? Find at least 5 words or phrases 

that make you read on. Why did you choose 

those ones? 

*Use the description in the book to draw 

and label either a character or a setting. 

*Write down 5 questions that you would like 

to ask one of the characters in your book. 

Now, as that character, write the answers. 

Flashback 4:  

This will be in the form of 4 

retrieval questions. This will 

be a quick task to complete and help 

children  

to remember what they have been 

learning across the curriculum.  

Grammar Challenge 

Please complete your weekly 

grammar challenge set on Grammar 

Shed 

Check-in Day: THURSDAY 

WOW me! 

Show me some home learning 

that reflects your own hobbies 

or interests 

Investigate turning solids in to 

liquids. Can you set up an 

experiment to investigate 

melting ice? 

Design a piece of Anglo-Saxon jewellery or 

weaponry. Use the information you learn in 

class, or research in books or the internet 

as well. 

Reading Challenge 

Please ensure you are reading at 

least 3x every week. 

Log your reads on the GOREAD app.   

Check-in Day: THURSDAY 

 

Research the major rivers of 

the UK (or a different 

country). Create a map to show 

which cities, counties and 

regions these rivers pass 

through and where they meet. 

Create a model of the human 

digestive system. Use your 

imagination and choose 

whichever materials you would 

like to make it with. Extension: 

Explain how each part of the 

system works. 

 Purple Mash  

Apply what you have been learning in your 

computing lessons and create some 

interactive games.  

 

Spelling Challenge 

Weekly spelling focus is on Spelling 

Shed. Look at our Spelling strategies 

to help you learn them.   

Spelling Quiz: FRIDAY 

Create a 3D cross section 

model of a river and/or 

mountain 

Research Anglo-Saxon runes. 

Create a message decode or 

make some artwork to spell 

out your name. 

. 

Describe an     adventurous mythical story, 

in the style of Beowulf. Use your best 

creative writing skills. 
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